I. Introduction
In its sorry history of relations with American Indians, the United States has adopted a variety of approaches in an ongoing attempt to control Indians and their affairs. One such approach, loosely referred to as the treaty era, was marked by formally signed treaties between the Indian tribes and the federal government. This era ended in 1871 when the Congress declared that no tribe would thereafter be recognized as capable of making treaties with the United States, although existing treaties would be honored. ' Although no longer made, many treaties are still in force, requiring judicial interpretation and enforcement. One particularly intractable problem has been the allocation of natural resources under treaties. Treaties often create a right in the Indian tribe to utilize a resource, a right which may conflict with rights of non-Indians. The treaty may be explicit in granting such a right, such as the right to hunt and fish on off-reservation land. In other cases the treaty is silent, but a judicial doctrine has created a right in a resource, typified by the Winters reserved water rights doctrine. 2 Whatever its source, the Indian right to utilize a resource granted in a treaty may not be absolute, since that resource must be managed or shared with non-Indians. 3 This conflict between Indians and non-Indians over resources requires court intervention in order to interpret the treaty and allocate the resource between the parties. This comment will contrast the two differing standards that have been adopted by the Supreme Court in allocating resources to Indian tribes. The first standard, promulgated in Arizona v. California, 4 o 1992 Eric Eisenstadt showing that their diversion of the waters was prior in time to the Indians' use. Montana and most western states followed the prior appropriation water doctrine," which holds that the party who first puts waters to beneficial use has the right to continue to divert that amount of water.' 2 Thus, under Montana law, the non-Indian users had a valid claim to continue to divert the waters.
The treaties which created the reservation were silent on the question of water rights. Nonetheless, the Court concluded that Indians had an implied right to take water. 3 The Court reached this conclusion by examining congressional intent in providing water for reservations. Because one of the chief purposes of settling the Indians on reservations was to "civilize" them through agrarian living, the Court found that the federal government must have reserved water for the Indians for that use.' 4 Since the creation of the reservation predated the nonIndian diversion, the Indians' claim to water was held to be superior to the non-Indian's claim.
Although Winters created the doctrine of an implied water right, the question of how to quantify the Indian water allocation remained unanswered for many years. Finally, in Arizona, the Supreme Court heard a massive dispute between several states over rights to the waters of the Colorado River and its tributaries. As part of a comprehensive settlement of entitlement to the waters, the Court also examined the Indians' claims to water from the river system. Applying the Winters doctrine, the Court found that the Indians were entitled to water.' 5 Additionally, the Court determined the quantity, of water by adopting the PIA standard.' 6 The Supreme Court appointed a Special Master to make recommendations, and subsequently adopted his finding that the Indians should receive water computed under the PIA standard. 12. The holder of water rights by prior appropriation may loose these rights either by non-use, abandonment, or forfeiture. Id. § 518.
13. Winters, 207 U.S. at 576. 14. Id. 15. Arizona, 373 U.S. at 595. 16. Arizona proposed that the water allocation should be equal to satisfy the immediate requirements of the Indians at any particular time. Special Master's Report, Arizona v. California 255 (1965) [hereinafter Special Master's Report]. This standard is roughly analogous to the moderate income standard of Washington. It would permit the Indians to use water, but only as much as they needed to subsist. Similar to Washington, the treaty right is held in gross for the individual Indians, not the tribe, and is subject to revision as the Indian needs change. The criticism of such a scheme is that preventing any growth in agriculture would tend to freeze the Indian reservations in a permanent state of economic underdevelopment.
17. Arizona, 373 U.S. at 600.
Since the Court did not advance its own independent rationale, the Special Master's Report provides the clearest explication of the reasoning supporting the PIA. The Special Master found that, consistent with Winters, it was first necessary to consider the intent underlying the creation of the reservation in order to determine the rights of the Indians." The Special Master noted that the creation of the reservation did not entail an assumption that the Indians would eventually wither away and disappear; on the contrary, once "civilized" by agrarian living, the Indians would thrive. 19 The reservations were viewed as the future home for generations of Indians. The Special Master decided that water must be reserved for future uses by the Indians, and implicit in these future uses was expansion.
2 0 The Court's holding in Arizona provided the Indians with a generous amount of water, which greatly distressed state authorities in the water scarce west.
2 1 Yet despite legal challenge,2
and modifications making the doctrine less beneficial for Indians,2 the 18. Special Master's Report, supra note 16, at 259. 19. Id. at 260. 20. Id. at 260-61. The Special Master also noted the possibility that other tribes might be relocated to join the original tribe on its reservation land. Id. The right to take water is not, however, unrestricted. In addition to the PIA standard, which limits the amount of water that an Indian tribe may divert, the Supreme Court has held that the federal lands are entitled to only enough water to fulfill the intent of the federal reservation. See United States v. New Mexico, 438 U.S. 696, 719 (1978) . When no clear intent to reserve water can be shown, the Court has been unwilling to find a reserved water right for the federal land. Id. at 700.
21. INDIAN (1988) , waives federal sovereign immunity against state attempts to bring the federal government into state court adjudications of water rights, thus allowing state courts to decide general stream adjudications. Hence, while the PIA standard will still be used, it will be a state court that will quantify that amount by determining congressional intent, the minimal needs of the reservation, and other questions, HAND-BOOK, supra note 21, at 2-21. The right to try Indian water rights cases in state courts was specifically upheld in Colorado River Water Conservation Dist. v. United States, 424 U.S. 800 (1983). Indian access to federal courts was further curtailed when the PIA standard remains the sole method of determining water allocation.
Although complex and rife with problems, 24 the actual computation of the quantity of water under the PIA standard has several positive features from an Indian perspective. The PIA standard depends on the size of the land, not the number of people. 2s The resource is held by the tribe for the tribe's use, not held in gross by individuals. As the original signatories of the treaty no doubt viewed the water as a collective tribal resource, the PIA standard is consistent with such an outlook. 2 6 Significantly, the PIA standard, as contrasted with the "moderate income" standard, does not set an economic level that the Indians cannot exceed. Should the .PIA standard provide the tribe with Court held that federal concurrent jurisdiction should normally be dismissed in favor of state court proceedings. Arizona v. San Carlos Apache Tribe, 463 U.S. 545, 570 (1983). The negative impact of these decisions on Indian water rights flows from the assumption that state courts tend to be more hostile to Indian water rights claims.
Indian claims under the PIA standard were further weakened when the Supreme Court applied the doctrine of finality strictly to Water rights claims. Thus, when a tribe attempted to have a new determination made of the PIA allocation, claiming that the federal government had omitted irrigable lands in the first determination, the Court rejected any attempt to reopen the issue of the allocation stressing the strong interests in finality. Arizona v. California, 460 U.S. 605, 606 (1983) . Despite the fact that the tribe had not been a party to the original determination and claimed inadequate representation, the Court rejected the Tribe's claim. This decision was reaffirmed in Nevada v. United States, 463 U.S. 110 (1983), when a Tribe which was not a party to the original determination showed in fact there were over 20,000 irrigable acres on the reservation, not 5,875 as the original determination found. Despite the Tribe's claim of a conflict of interest because the federal government was both litigating for the Tribe and acting as administrator of non-Indian water reclamation projects, which stood to lose water to the Indians, the Court allowed the original determination to stand. Id. at 135 & n.15.
24. The chief problem with-the PIA is that the very phrase "practical irrigable acreage" is not self-defining. What is meant by practical? Does this mean simply that the costs of irrigating the land is less than the expected yield of crops? What role should interest rates, farm prices, and government subsidies have in determining if it is "practical" a surplus of water beyond their own subsistence needs, nothing prevents the tribe from engaging in commercial agriculture to provide income and jobs for their members. 2 7 Thus, the PIA standard, while limiting the Indians' water allocation, provides the maximum amount of that resource for the uses envisioned at the time the reservation was established.
B. Fishing Rights -The Moderate Income Standard
A. very different approach to the allocation of resources was adopted by the Supreme Court in Washington. Washington arose out of a controversy surrounding the treaties 28 which created Indian reservations in the Northwest. The Indians, while agreeing to cede 64,000,000 acres of land to the United States government, remained concerned with their continued ability to fish. 29 Although the Indians would be allowed to fish on their reservations, some of the most valuable fishing grounds were located off the reservation. To satisfy these fears, the Indians obtained a provision in the treaties guaranteeing " 29. The culture and livelihood of the native peoples of the northwest coast of North America were heavily dependent on fish. In particular the controversy in these cases centered around four species of salmon: Chinook salmon, Oncorhynchus tshawytscha; Pink salmon, 0. gorbuscha; Coho salmon, 0. kisutch; and the Steelhead trout, Salno gairdneri. The Indians relied heavily upon the seasonal runs of these anadromous fish (fish that develop in fresh water, migrate to complete their development in the ocean, and return to their natal streams to spawn In 1974 the district court in United States v. Washington, after an exhaustive review of the record, reached a controversial decision defining the extent of the Indians' treaty right to fish off the reservation. 32 The court found that the treaty not only granted the Indians access to the fishing grounds and an opportunity to catch fish at these offreservation sites, the treaty also established the Indians' right to catch an actual portion of fish that passed through those locations. The court decided that in those traditional fishing areas, the Indians were entitled to a 50% share of the fish. This decision set off a storm of protest in Washington, leading to widespread local disregard of the district court's ruling. access to the traditional fishing sites and upheld the 50% division. The court found this case consistent with the same underlying principle as Arizona: when determining the Indians' right to a scarce resource which was once exclusively and thoroughly exploited by the Indians, the Indians should be entitled to enough of the resource that they can make a moderate living from that resource. 37 In the Court's view, the 50 % figure was a ceiling that could be reduced depending upon the specific needs of the Indian tribes. 8
C. One Standard or Two?
This comment views the two standards as conceptually distinct and competing methods of resource allocation. Yet it is possible to question whether Washington and Arizona in fact set forth two distinct standards. The apparent overlap between the standards stems from the Supreme Court's suggestion that in adopting the moderate income standard in Washington, its actions were in conformity with previous cases, including Winters and Arizona 9 Evidence of this blending of the standards is provided by the Washington Court notation that the decision to limit Indians to a moderate income is derived directly from Arizona. 40 If this is true, then it would be incorrect to conclude that the PIA standard exists separate from the moderate income standard. Thus, one could argue that the Court seems to have accepted sub silentio that these two phrases are one and the same. 41 Despite the blurring of the standard, such a contention is hard to maintain in light of the fundamental differences between the two standards. 
III. The PIA Standard and the Moderate Income Standard Contrasted
One apparent distinction between the two standards is that the moderate income standard is derived from an explicit treaty provision 42. See infra notes 43-59 and accompanying text. In any event it is hard to see how the PIA standard only provides for a moderate income, when one of the chief objections to the PIA standard is that it provided more water to the Indians than they could use for subsistence. Thus when the state of Wyoming unsuccessfully sought to challenge the PIA standard they urged the Court to reconsider the PIA standard on the basis of Washington. In effect Wyoming wanted the new standard to provide enough water to the Indians to maintain a moderate income for the tribes. Chambers, supra note 22, at 162. This reinforces the idea that there is a distinction between applying the PIA standard and the moderate income standard of Washington.
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/ailr/vol17/iss1/9 requiring that fishing be shared. The precise meaning of this requirement was heavily litigated 43 and turns on the definition of "sharing in common." 44 In contrast, the Winters' water rights doctrine created a formula for allocation "from whole cloth," without any basis in specific treaty provisions. 4 This distinction suggests that the Arizona Court had greater freedom in creating its formula for allocation. However, in reality the treaties under examination in Washington, beyond requiring some form of sharing, gave no specific guidance on how to allocate the fish. For all practical purposes, the Court in Washington was equally as free as the Court in Arizona to formulate a solution.
There are, however, two major differences between the two standards. First, the moderate income standard enforces a fifty-fifty split in the resource even before the Indians are permitted to remove their share. By contrast, the PIA standard, while also limiting the Indians right to a resource, computes the Indian water allotment solely on tribal needs, without reference to other stream users. Second, the moderate income standard, as its name implies, further limits the 50% share of fish harvested by the Indians. 46 The PIA standard, on the other hand, provides the tribe with water up to the practical ability of the Indians to utilize the resource. Thus, while both decisions limit the Indians' right to a resource, Washington's moderate income standard provides for an economic limitation, while the PIA limit is set to the maximum feasible exploitation of the resource. This section will examine the differences between the standards, highlighting the arguments' weaknesses in advancing the moderate income standard.
A. The Fifty-Fifty Split
The most significant distinction between the two methods of allocation is the fifty-fifty split mandated by Washington. The Arizona formulation of the PIA does not limit the Indians to a fixed percentage, but rather attempts, albeit imperfectly, to assess the needs of the tribe, irrespective of competing needs of other stream users. Since the fiftyfifty split is the essence of what is wrong with Washington, it is important to examine the reasons for departing from a needs-based approach, in favor of a percentage division.
The district court in Washington first concluded that the treaty requires that both Indian and non-Indians be allowed to fish in the off-reservation fishing grounds. 47 The court based this holding on the clear language of the treaty: "the right of taking fish at all usual and accustomed places, in common with citizens of the Territory." 48 It is undisputed that such language envisions both Indian and non-Indian being allowed to fish at these locations. Furthermore, the court noted that the treaties created exclusive, unrestricted fishing rights for the Indians on their reservations, hence implying that their rights off the reservation were less than exclusive. 49 The court then concluded that a division must be made between the fishing rights of Indians and non-Indians at these sites. Relying on the definition found in the dictionary, 50 and the phrase "as intended and used in ... treaties," the court then concluded that "in common with" means sharing equally. 5 In upholding the lower court's opinion, the court of appeals advanced several arguments supporting the fifty-fifty split. First, the court analogized from the two sides of this dispute and cotenants of a piece of property.
5 2 The court reasoned that when cotenants are unable to agree on the utilization of the property, a court may order the division of the property. Second, the court of appeals reasoned that the tribes and the United States negotiated the treaties as formal equads, and as a result the present day partition must reflect that initial equality. 5 3 Third, the judge's broad equitable discretion supports the imposition of an equal division. 5 4 Fourth, such a split "best effectuates what the Indian parties would have expected if a partition of fishing opportunities had been necessary at the time of the treaties." 5 5
When the Supreme Court upheld the fifty-fifty division, the Court expanded upon these rationales but did not advance any new formulations or theories. The Court cited past decisions, including Arizona, as support for a proposition that both Indians and non-Indians must share a disputed resource. 5 6 After recognizing that none of its past decisions mandated a fifty-fifty division, the Court declared that the solution of equal division was an equitable solution. 57 The Court https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/ailr/vol17/iss1/9 explained the reasoning of the fifty-fifty allocation in a footnote:
The logic of the 50% ceiling is manifest. For an equal division -especially between parties who presumptively treated each other as equals -is suggested, if not necessarily dictated, by the word "common" as it appears in the treaties. Since the days of Solomon, such a division has been accepted as a fair apportionment of a common asset, and Anglo-American common law has presumed that division when, as here, no other percentage is suggested by the language of the agreement or the surrounding circumstances."
An analysis of the arguments advanced by the Supreme Court and the Court of Appeals reveals that the justification of the fifty-fifty split is supported by the following: (1) the treaty language requires that both sides share, to some degree, the fishing in the traditional fishing areas; (2) the courts are empowered to equitably divide a resource that was once plentiful and now scarce; (3) equity requires an even division; (4) the Indians and United States bargained for the treaties as equals, suggesting an equal division of the resource; (5) the original parties to the treaty would have agreed to an equal division had they been confronted with the present scarcity; and (6) analogies to the law of cotenancy support an equal division.
It is clear that the first two premises of the Court's argument are true. There is no reasonable interpretation of the phrase "in common with citizens of the Territory" that does not allow non-Indian fishing. 9 Neither can the present relative scarcity of fish be denied, nor the broad powers of a court of equity. However, the remaining arguments are highly questionable and deserve careful analysis.
The Equity Argument
The broadest reason a court can give for any solution is that amorphous term "equity." The courts in Washington claimed that the solution was an equitable division, conforming to notions of fairness deeply rooted in our culture and property law. States intended to exclude non-Indians from these areas. More importantly, in light of the canons of construction, it is difficult to believe that the Indians, who enjoyed a surfeit of fish in a vast underpopulated land, contemplated that they alone could fish these areas. The first strand of the argument suggests that since salmon are now scarce, sharing is required. But implicit in that statement is the assumption that neither party had any responsibility for the present scarcity. Such an assumption cannot be maintained. The Indians agreed to -the treaties at a time when they constituted 75% of the population of the Territory of Washington. 6 ' The fish were abundant and more than enough to meet all Indian needs, including religious purposes, subsistence, and commerce.A6 The present scarcity of fish can be squarely blamed upon the triple attacks on fishing -all created by non-Indians -of overfishing, damming of rivers, 6 and destruction of fish spawning habitats by logging and pollution.
64 These non-Indian actions created a scarcity of fish that forced judicial intervention to determine how to divide the remaining catch between the Indians and nonIndians. 65 Why then does equity require the Indian, who relied on fishing for livelihood, whose rights to maintain that livelihood are guaranteed by solemn treaty, and who bears no responsibility for the scarcity, be forced to split evenly the remaining fish in their traditional areas? The equities of the situation are clear and one-sided: without the specific treaty language to the contrary, there would be no compelling reason for the Indians to share with non-Indians in these common areas.
The second strand of the equity argument postulates that if the resource must be shared, then the equitable solution is a fifty-fifty However, recent intensive efforts, including the largest effort at biological restoration in the world, give hope that the salmon decline can be arrested and that fishing stocks will increase. Presently over $100 million a year is dedicated to salmon recovery. Kai § § 839a-839h (1988), which attempts to mitigate the disastrous impact of hydroelectric dams on migrating salmon. 65. Clearly, if the fish were abundant and ample to meet both Indian and nonIndian needs, there would be no reason for parties to be concerned with the exact meaning of these treaties.
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https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/ailr/vol17/iss1/9 split in fishing. Yet despite the superficial gloss of schoolyard fairness, the fifty-fifty split is anything but fair to the Indian fisherman. The fifty-fifty figure has no basis in any treaty provision, and nothing in the history surrounding the treaties suggests such a split. Why then is the court imposing this particular ratio? Returning to the footnote in Washington that purports to explain the equity of the fifty-fifty split, the court states: "Since the days of Solomon, such a division has been accepted as a fair apportionment of a common asset, and AngloAmerican common law has presumed that division when, as here, no other percentage is suggested by the language of the agreement or the surrounding circumstances.' ' s As an initial consideration, it cannot be seriously suggested that the famous tale of King Solomon and the baby provides any guidance for the complex question of deciding the correct allocation between competing parties in a treaty dispute. 7 Such a tale provides, at best, reinforcement of the intuitive notion that fair means fifty-fifty split. But even assuming that equal division is enshrined-in our law as the only solution from Solomon's day on, there must be a stronger reason then ancient precedent to apply such a solution today. In a famous passage, then-Judge Holmes said, "jilt is revolting to have no better reason for a rule of law than that so it was laid down in the time of Henry IV." 65 If this is true, then how much more revolting to blindly follow precedent from the days of Solomon.
Indeed, if the equity argument is to be taken seriously, then general principles of equity should be applied to the case. What exactly a court means by an equitable solution is difficult to discern. As presently applied, equity suggests merely a rubric for a court to justify a solution that tends to depart from precedent, or has weak support in the case law, and offers a proscriptive remedy to a problem. 6 9 The courts tend to ignore the traditional body of equity jurisprudence when invoking equity as a rationale. Ignoring these general principles of equity may be unwise, since they provide some restraints on the courts in fashioning equitable relief. Without any restraints, equity becomes a powerful judicial tool that frees a court from conforming to precedent.
70
Examining the general equitable principles, one finds that while equity often in fact does mean equality, a party who invokes equity 66. Washington, 443 U.S. at 686 n.27 (citing, e.g., 2 LAw oF PROPERTY, supra note 58, § 6.5; HoPnmms, supra note 58, § 209.).
67. One obvious weakness with such an analogy is that the essence of the Solomon story is not that an equal division of the baby was truly just, but rather the wisdom of Solomon was revealed by his threat to harm the baby in order to discover the true The premise of Indian sovereignty we reject. The treaty is not to be interpreted in this light. At no time did our ancestors in getting title to this continent ever regard the aborigines as other than mere occupants, and incompetent occupants, of the soil.... Only that title was esteemed which came from white men. The Indian was a child, and a dangerous child of nature, to be protected and restrained. In his nomadic life, he was to be left, as long as civilization did not demand his region. When it did demand his region, he was to be allotted a more confined area with permanent subsistence.... These arrangements were but the announcement of our benevolence which, notwithstanding our frequent frailties, has been continuously displayed. Neither Rome nor sagacious Britain ever dealt more liberally with their subject races than we with these savage tribes, whom it was generally tempting and always easy to destroy and whom we have so often permitted to squander vast areas of fertile land before our eyes. The record in this case, and the history set forth in the Puyallup and Antoine cases, among others, make it crystal clear that it has been recalcitrance of Washington State officials (and their vocal non-Indian cominercial and sports fishing allies) which produced the denial of Indian rights requiring intervention by the district court. This responsibility should neither escape notice nor be forgotten. Washington, 520 F.2d at 693 (Bums, J., concurring). The Ninth Circuit also remarked that, with the exception of school desegregation, a district court had never met such a concerted public and official efforts to frustrate the rulings of a federal court. Puget Sound Gilnetters Ass'n v. District Court, 573 F.2d 1123, 1125 (9th Cir. 1978), vacated sub nom. Washington v. Fishing Vessel Ass'n, 443 U.S. 658 (1979) .
It is this examination of intent that forms the central tenet of this comment's
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/ailr/vol17/iss1/9
The thrust of these equity arguments is not that the Indians should share the fishing; on the contrary, equity suggests that further reductions, or even total elimination of non-Indians' percentage of the catch may be required. However, a total exclusion of non-Indian fishing cannot be reconciled with the treaty language, which requires sharing in common. Nonetheless, the fact that a strong argument based on equity could support such a contention highlights the weakness of argument that equity requires a fifty-fifty division.
Cotenancy Analogies
The footnote in Washington 5 also advanced a cotenancy argument, stating, "Anglo-American common law has presumed that division when, as here, no other percentage is suggested by the language of the agreement or the surrounding circumstances.
1 7 6 The Court is quite correct that the treaties are silent as to any specific ratio. But it is noteworthy that the Court supports this statement with citations to property law, in particular the law on cotenancy. The cited proposition that follows the above quote states that, "Itihough each tenant in common may have a share greater or smaller than the shares of the other, if their shares are not fixed in deed or will creating the tenancy in common, they take in equal shares."77 By citing to the substantive law of cotenancy, the court implies that such an analogy has application in determining allocations under the treaty. That quotation, by itself, does support the equal division of the property. But reaching that conclusion ignores other salient components of the cotenancy relationship. To illustrate the weakness of relying of cotenancy as a justification for a fifty-fifty split it is necessary to flesh out the cotenancy analogy.
Although unstated, in order to utilize the cotenancy argument, the Court is suggesting that the Indians and the non-Indians share a common estate in the fish that existed at the time of the treaty. Now, years later, the cotenants are petitioning the Court for a partition of the estate. The Court then cites with approval the proposition that when no specific split is suggested by the treaty, the law favors an equal division. But such an analysis ignores another factor that affects the final division of cotenant property, the doctrine of waste:
Cotenants stand in a fiduciary relationship one to the other. Each has the right to full enjoyment of the property, but proposed unified standard. Therefore, the examination of intent will be discussed more thoroughly in that section. See infra notes 116-29 and accompanying text.
75. Washington, 443 U.S. at 686 n.27 (citing, e.g., 2 LAW OF PROPERTY, supra note 58, § 6.5; HopxiNs, supra note 58, § 209. Waste may be defined as destructive permanent damage to the common property. 79 Continuing the cotenancy analogy, since the Indians and the non-Indians share the common fishing grounds, the nonIndians, as the party who possessed and controlled the estate, 0 would be accountable for any permanent destruction of the fishing "estate." Since the non-Indians caused the reduction of the fish runs in these common grounds measured from their historic levels at the creation of the fish "estate,"'" the non-Indian fishermen are arguably guilty of waste. Accepting that non-Indian fishermen have permanently destroyed a portion of the fishing estate, 2 a court dividing the estate today would be required to compensate the Indians for the waste. Such compensation could take the form of monetary payments, known as ovvelty,1 3 or an unequal division of the remaining estate. 4 Since the property in question is not a tangible area, but rather an estate of fish, an unequal division of the estate would be granting the Indians more than 50% of the fish runs. 85 658 (1979) . Thus, it could be argued that waste would only exist "up to the point where fishing activity reduces the quantity of fish in future runs." Id.
78.
80. Although Indian access to the common grounds continued during the entire period of the treaty, numerous lawsuits were required to maintain these rights. The non-Indians clearly dominated the common areas, leading to ever-smaller Indian fish catches. Furthermore, Indian access alone would not mitigate the fact that the nonIndians were responsible for the environmental damage that caused damage to the "fishing estate."
81. See supra note 64-65. 82. Although it can be argued that over-fishing is only a temporary reduction in the yield, the damming of rivers and destruction of breeding habitat would constitute a permanent reduction.
83. Owelty is a financial payment imposed by a court to correct the imbalance in the value of the parcels allocated to former cotenants. 84. Id. § 5.12. 85. The argument that the Indians should receive a greater than 50% share of the present fish runs goes as follows: If the initial fish estate represents 100%, the Indians upon partition, are entitled to 50% of the initial amount of fish that ran in the common areas. This follows from accepting the argument that since the terms of the agreement It could be maintained that the above arguments extend the cotenancy analogy beyond its original meaning. Yet the above results flow directly from a full application of the relevant property law. Perhaps for this perceived weakness, use of the cotenancy analogy has not met with universal approval. 8 6 In a concurring opinion, then-Circuit Judge Kennedy criticized the majority's adoption of cotenancy as a rationale for upholding the fifty-fifty split in the fish:
Most importantly, the concept of cotenancy does not help the court determine what share of the disputed rights should be allocated to each of the parties. By relying so heavily upon the theory, the court seems to imply that an even apportionment follows from creation of a cotenancy; but, of course, it does not. Cotenancy is not synonymous with entitlement to equal shares.
Another questionable rationale, suggested by the Supreme Court to support an equal division, is the argument that since the two parties dealt as equals in the bargaining of the treaty, they must now accept an equal division of a resource. Although this argument possesses a certain appealing legal logic, such a contention should be rejected. This argument is rooted in the recognition that the Indian tribes who negotiated with the United States were treated as a kind of sovereign entity. 88 While superficially valid, a holding that the Indians were the formal equals of the United States in their treaty negotiations openly were silent as to division, an equal division of the property is required. The present runs of fish are considerably less due to non-Indian waste of the common estate relative to when the treaties were signed. Thus, to give the Indians their 50% of the initial fish runs would allow them far more than 50% of the present runs.
86. The Supreme Court has taken a dim view of using property law to justify one's position in this controversy. The Court noted that non-treaty fishermen could not rely on property law concepts in excluding Indians. Washington, 443 U.S. at 84. Although the context of the opinion was that the Court was referring to excluding Indians from their traditional fishing grounds by refusing them the right to transit adjoining private property, it does suggest limited strength of property analogies. 
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ignores the widely recognized disparity between the parties 9 The vast difference in understanding, including the significance, content, and effect of a treaty gave rise to the "pro-Indian" canons of treaty construction.9 These canons provide that treaties with the Indians are to be liberally construed in favor of the Indians and as the Indians would have understood them. 9 ' Additionally, ambiguous terms are to be resolved in favor of the Indians. 92 These canons have been repeatedly adopted by the Supreme Court in interpreting Indian treaties. 93 Why the "formal equality" of the parties should have any practical significance is difficult to grasp. The entire thrust of the canons of construction is that indeed, Indian equality is only "formal," and that a court should not draw too much from the actual wording or legal setting. Even accepting that the Indians were the formal equals of the United States in the treaty process, it does not follow that such an "equality" must be translated into the mathematical equality of a fifty-fifty division.
Equal Division Would Have Been Supported by Treaty Signatories
A final reason given for the even distribution is the argument that the parties to the treaty would have agreed to an even distribution, had they envisioned the present scarcity of fishY4 Of course such historical second-guessing can never be disproved, but it is alarming that the courts which have made this statement have failed to offer any proof or argument to support this notion. In fact, all the evidence concerning the Indian tribes seemingly points to the opposite conclusion.
As previously mentioned, fishing was integral, indeed fundamental, to the northwest tribes. Their culture, lifestyle, religion, even the names 89. One typical problem in interpretation of treaties is that the Indians rarely had any understanding of the formal wording and legal nuances of the treaty language. This problem was further compounded in the Washington case by the fact that the treaties were negotiated without any direct translation from English to the Indian languages.
Rather, the negotiations were conducted in a common Chinook trading jargon. Washington, 384 F. Supp. at 356. This jargon contained a limited 300-word commercial vocabulary and did not include many of the terms used in the treaty. Id. https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/ailr/vol17/iss1/9 of the months of the year, all revolved around salmon. 9 The Indians demanded that any treaty provide for the continued taking of fish for all the Indians' needs. It stretches the imagination to suppose that a foreign invading people could obtain a agreement from these Indians which provided that should the non-Indian profligate ways to reduce the number of fish that the Indians could no longer catch sufficient fish for their needs, the Indians must split the remaining fish equally with the non-Indians.
9 6 Instead, a more likely scenario would have the Indians insisting that their needs be met fully, before the newcomers could take any fish. That the Indians were amenable to sharing the immense bounty of fish which historically existed cannot be distorted into a suggestion that the Indians would have engaged in altruism.
Interesting results flow from the hypothesis that the original Indian signatories, confronted with scarcity, would have demanded their share of the fish first. As mentioned previously, one such use of the fish, already developed before the non-Indians, was commerce.9 Thus, in addition to securing fish for subsistence, and religious reasons, the Indians would have demanded fish to maintain their commercial relations. This suggests that rather than supporting an even allocation of the fish, the original signatories, had they been confronted with scarcity, would have demanded an appropriate amount of fish for the Indians to engage in commercial enterprise.
B. Income Limitation
The second fundamental difference between the PIA standard and the moderate income standard is the imposition of a predetermined economic level that limits the Indians' ability to exploit the resource. 95. One of the litigants in Washington, the Quileute Tribe, had named four months of the year after different salmon runs: January, beginning of the spawning of the steel head salmon; February, strong spawning time of the salmon; September, the time of the black salmon; October, the time of the silver salmon. TRaTms ON TRuAL, supra note 29, at 23.
96. Even the initial treaties generated much opposition among the Indians. As one chief said against the Stevens' treaties:
If your mothers were here in this country who gave you birth, and suckled you and while you were suckling some persons came and took away your mother and left you alone and sold your mother, how would you feel then? This our mother country as if we drew our lives from her. In fact, if it wasn't for the threat that failure to sign the treaty would lead to their lands being overrun by white settlers, it is questionable if the original treaties would have been signed at all. Id. Thus, it is even more unlikely had these same parties agreed to greater reductions in the right to fish.
97. The Indians would dry and the pulverize the salmon and place the ground dried salmon in baskets lined with salmon skin. The resulting product, which was extremely long lasting, was then traded with other tribes. The trade was quite complex, involving tribes as far away as the Plains Sioux. See id.
While PIA provides no restriction or cut off of water once the Indians reach a moderate level of income, the moderate income standard clearly does. 9 " The reasons advanced for this limitation are difficult to reconcile with the rationale underlying the PIA standard.
In one sense, however, the entire question may be of more theoretical than practical relevance. At present the Indians take nearly 50% of the total catch in the common areas, yet this provides them with only a moderate income at best. 99 In 1979, for example, the median family income in Washington was $21,635, while the median income for a Indian fishing household was $11,024.100 Since the Indian fishing incomes are unlikely to grow so high as to invite challenge, courts may never be forced to define the phrase "moderate-income." Hence it does not appear that the moderate income restriction will have much impact on the amount of fishing done by the Indians. However, the absence of such an impact alone does not justify the adoption of this standard.
One potential danger of the "moderate-income" standard is that it will serve as a precedent in cases where the impact will not be so slight. In a recent case, Lac Courte Oreilles Band v. Wisconsin,' 0 ' the court adopted the moderate income standard of Washington in a case involving hunting and trapping rights. Following Washington, the court restricted the Indians to 50% of the total catch of animals, with a "moderate income" cap. Again Indian treaty rights are being subject to a potential downward revision by the limitation of "moderate income."' 0 2 However, similar to Washington, the income derived from 98. Indeed the Court in Washington stressed that the Indians were entitled to no more than enough fish to provide a moderate income: Accordingly, while the maximum possible allocation to the Indians is fixed at 50%, the minimum is not; the latter will, upon proper submission to the District Court, be modified in response to changing circumstances. If, for example, a tribe should dwindle to just a few members, or if it should find other sources of support that lead it to abandon its fisheries, a 45% or 50% allocation of an entire run that passes through its customary fishing grounds would be manifestly inappropriate because the livelihood of the tribe under those circumstances could not reasonably require an allotment of a large number of fish. Washington, 443 U.S. at 686-87.
99. In 1983 Indian fishermen caught 2,145,373 fish, representing 43.5% of the total catch. Pre-Washington Indian fish catches averaged 5% of the total catch. TRATIEs ON TaRA, supra note 29, at 155. 102. Id. at 1417-18. As with the fishing income, income derived from hunting and trapping by the Chippewa Indians does not approach the moderate income cap placed on these activities. Id. at 1418.
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/ailr/vol17/iss1/9 hunting and fishing is so meager there seems to be little practical danger that Indian hunting will actually have to be reduced to meet this standard.
An additional problem posed by the moderate income standard is its potential to conflict with the fifty-fifty allocation. The court in Washington noted the fifty-fifty split was a ceiling. 1 03 However, the moderate income standard may be interpreted to constitute both a ceiling and a floor. Under this view the Indians would be allowed to take enough fish to obtain a moderate income even if this requires catching more than 50% of the fish in the common areas. In United States v. Adair, 1 0 4 the Ninth Circuit was required to determine whether a tribe has the reserved water rights to maintain water flows through the reservation to permit the continuance of hunting and fishing rights granted by the treaty. Finding support in Washington, the court held that the Indians did have the right to appropriate as much water as was needed to maintain hunting and fishing. 15 The court noted:
[The Washington court] stated "that Indian treaty rights to a natural resource that once was thoroughly and exclusively exploited by the Indians secures so much as, but not more than, is necessary to provide the Indians with a livelihood -that is to say, a moderate living. Implicit in this "moderate living" standard is the conclusion that Indian tribes are not generally entitled to the same level of exclusive use and exploitation of a natural resource that they enjoyed at the time they entered into the treaty reserving their interests in the resource, unless, of course no lesser level will supply them with a moderate living '°6 This suggests that the fifty-fifty allocation would have to be altered to meet the moderate income needs of the Indians.
Perhaps the greatest danger in the imposition of the moderate income standard is its implication for the concepts of Indian economic development and self-sufficiency. A growing body of legislation 0 7 and case law' 0 supports the premise that a chief goal of congressional activity concerning Indians is the economic development of the tribe. Thus the Supreme Court's imposition of an earnings limitation seems a curious cross purpose. Of course, if the moderate income standard were part of the text of the treaty, or clearly derived from the treaty language, then the Supreme Court would be bound to interpret the treaty with such a limitation. But, as noted above, the moderate income standard is a pure invention of the Court, with no grounding in the treaty language.1 9 Perhaps the reasoning behind the inclusion of this standard can be gleaned from the dissents' argument in the Washington opinion. The dissent feared that the fifty-fifty split "is likely to result in an extraordinary economic windfall to Indian fishermen in the commercial fish market by giving them a substantial position in the market.""1 0 The majority may have been sensitive to this criticism and perhaps included the moderate income standard as a way of limiting the economic windfall.' Whatever the reason for its inclusion, the moderate income standard stands in stark contrast to the PIA standard. PIA offers the tribes an ability to expand their agricultural activity free of any restrictions. The moderate income standard sets up a barrier that the Indians cannot cross.
IV. Harmonizing the Standard -Intent of the Treaty
Despite the Supreme Court's suggestion that the two decisions, Arizona and Washington, are in harmony,"
2 the foregoing analysis has demonstrated that serious differences exist between the two standards. Having two standards, one for water and the other for other resources, leads to a basic injustice. Water rights receive a relatively favorable treatment, while other treaty rights are subjected to a moderate income cap. Rather than having two competing standards governing resource allocation, one unified standard should be applied. allocation because the treaty may be silent as to the question of allocation. While the proposed standard relies on the established canons of treaty construction, it is not strictly a proposal for a new canon of construction.
The proposed standard assumes that the treaty itself is silent on the question of resource allocation. If the resource is mentioned in the treaty, then the established rules of treaty interpretation should be applied to that provision. Yet as illustrated by Washington, a treaty can mention a resource, and even attempt to allocate a resource, but do so in a manner so ambiguous as to require later interpretation.
The new standard is stated as follows: resources should be allocated based on the importance of the resource in fulfilling the intent of the treaty. This requires two separate determinations: first, the broad intent or the goal of the treaty vis-a-vis the Indians must be ascertained; second, the focus of this inquiry is limited to what both parties thought the treaty was to accomplish for the Indians.
The exclusive focus on the intent as it regards the Indians is suggested by the accepted canons of construction of Indian treaties. These canons have an exclusive focus on Indians. They direct attention to the concerns of Indians, the impact upon the Indians, and the intent of treaties as they regarded Indians. A resource allocation dispute, which is often closely related to treaty construction, should likewise center exclusively on Indian interests and understandings.
This does not mean that both parties' intent should not be examined. Rather, the proposed standard also examines what the non-Indians thought the treaty would accomplish as it regarded the fate of the Indians. For example, in Arizona, the intent of the non-Indians in settling the Indians on reservations was crucial to determining that the United States reserved water.1 1 4
Once the intent of the parties has been established, a separate determination must be made to assess the importance of the disputed resource in the furtherance of this intent. If the resource plays a fundamental role in the realization of that intent, then the allocation between Indians and non-Indians should reflect that importance. In Arizona, for example, the Court noted that the lands upon which the Indians were settled were arid."' The Court also found that the intent of the treaty was to settle the Indians on agricultural settlements. Since the rainfall was insufficient to permit agriculture, irrigation and diversions of water from the river was required. The absolute necessity of water to fulfill the intent of the treaty justified the creation of the 114. Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546 (1963). 115. "It can be said without overstatement that when the Indians were put on the reservations they were not considered to be located in the most desirable area of the Nation." Id. at 598. reserved water rights doctrine. The Court, having determined that water was vital to accomplish the intent, adopted a standard of allocation that would insure that this resource would be allocated in sufficient quantities.
This section of the comment first examines why intent should be the key to resource allocation. The 'section then applies this new standard to the Washington conflict.
A. Intent of Treaties and Resource Allocation
Treaties between the United States and the Indians have often been viewed as a contract between two sovereign nations." 6 As in other contract disputes, the intention of the parties to the contract controls any attempt to interpret that contract." 7 Accepted canons of construction require that in cases of dispute, the Indians' intention in the treaty is to be favored." ' The primacy of intent in determination of reserved water rights was established in United States v. New Mexico,"' where the Court held that "[e]ach time this Court has applied thO 'implied-reservation-ofwater doctrine,' it has carefully examined both the asserted water right and the specific purposes for which the land was reserved, and concluded that without the water the purposes of the reservation would be entirely defeated."'1 This requirement of showing the intent of the treaty has become a regular feature of water rights litigation.' 2 ' Nor is the concept restricted to reserved water rights cases. In other contexts as well, courts have examined the intent of both parties to a treaty in interpreting the treaty language.I Under the proposed standard, intent of both parties will be examined. Emerging from Indian treaties is a broad intent by the non-Indians https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/ailr/vol17/iss1/9 of "civilizing of the savage."'12 Applying this broad intent, courts have construed treaties in a manner promoting these values. For example, in United States v. Finch, 24 the Supreme Court upheld the right of the Crow Tribe to maintain a fishery. Despite the fact the Crow were not a traditional fishing people, the Court found that the fishery was consistent with the broad goal that attempted to reorient the tribe to agricultural and other pursuits.lu Significantly, this suggests that the intent need not be interpreted narrowly to include only the actually mentioned terms and concepts of the treaty. Clearly in the Finch situation neither party "intended" that the Crow would develop a fishery. Nor did the treaty mention in any way the creation of a fishery. But since self-sufficiency was consistent with the general intent of the treaty, the Court found intent to support the Crow fishing activity in the treaty.
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Another example of this broad interpretation of intent is found in the further refinements given to the reserved water rights doctrine. The Winters reserved water rights doctrine depends on an examination of the intent in the formation of the reservation.1 2 7 Yet while the agricultural intent found in the treaties forms the rationale for the reservation of water, the case law does not limit the use of water to only agricultural uses.'2 Indian tribes have utilized the reserved water calculated under the PIA standard for a variety of uses including mining, industry, and recreation. 29 Thus, while the treaty's agricultural intent provided the general rationale for the reservation of water, it did not narrowly limit the tribe to only those uses that would be consistent with that intent.
This tends to illustrate that intent has traditionally played a crucial role in determining treaty rights, and should, as the new standard suggests, remain at the heart of any attempt to allocate resources under treaties. Perhaps the utility of such a new standard can be seen by its application to Washington.
B. Application of the New Standard to Washington
Applying the proposed standard to the situation in Washington first requires that the intent of the treaty be determined. From the Indian perspective one overriding factor emerges -the importance of fishing rights to meet the needs of the tribe. The non-Indian intent of the treaty was more complex. An obvious objective was to secure vast tracts of land and to regulate the activities of the Indian tribes. 30 Another element of the non-Indian intent that runs through the treaty is the attempt to assimilate and civilize the Indians. The treaty expresses this intent in several locations by fostering Indian economic activity. In article 5 of the treaty, the United States agreed to pay the Indians money to assist in the agricultural settlement of the land.' But this intent was not limited to agriculture alone; the United States expressed concern for general economic development. For example, article 10 of the treaty set up agricultural and trade schools. 3 2 This strongly suggests that the intent of the United States was to provide the Indians with the tools needed for economic self-sufficiency.
After finding that the intent broadly supports Indian economic development, the next question asks what role the disputed resource should play in that development. Clearly fishing is the obvious resource that the Indians could use to advance their economic position. The central and crucial role of fishing in the life and economy of the tribes is clear. Since the role of Indian fishing is central, the allocation must now be made from that perspective. The exact allocation may not be made by the court, considering, as always, the specific provisions of the treaty in light of the treaties' intent. ' The intent of the treaties in the Washington case may be summarized as encouragement of Indian economic development, while preserving the primacy of fishing. This suggests that the central feature of the allocation would be to allow the development of a commercial fishery in the common areas. Such a feature would necessarily require a great increase of the share of fish caught by Indians to the detriment of the share caught by non-Indian commercial fishermen.
In fact, that was the exact result under the Washington decision, for it was the non-Indian fishermen who were required to reduce their share of fish. Before the Washington decision, Indian fishermen were taking less than 20% of the fish in the common areas, whereas presently the Indians have reached the 50% figure. This expansion of 130. Not only did the treaties require cession of lands, but they also imposed a series of restrictions on Indian dealings with non-Americans. Treaty of Medicine Creek, supra note 30, art. 12.
131. Id. art. 3. 132. Id. 133. This proposal does not suggest that specific treaty provisions should not be honored, only that the entire treaty be interpreted in light of the intent of the treaty. Specific provisions must still be enforced, although they may have to be reinterpreted in order to accomplish the general intent of the treaty.
Indian fishing has come at the expense of the non-Indian fishermen whose catch was reduced proportionally to the Indians' increase. Reduction of non-Indian fishing was a controversial course. Recognition that the Washington decision would result in such a reduction was, of course, the reason for its violent rejection by non-Indian fishermen. Furthermore, the dissent criticized the majority in Washington for unfairly singling out and burdening non-Indian fishermen.
3 4
This suggests that an even greater reduction in non-Indian fishing would be an intensely unpopular solution.
Although it is true that non-Indian fishermen have been forced to reduce the amount of fish caught, it does not follow that further reductions may not be appropriate. First, if the courts intend to be serious about fairly interpreting treaties, then non-Indian fishermen's catch may have to be reduced further. Second, preferential treatment of the Indians is not unfair when considered under concepts of present value. Had the Indians been allowed to exercise their legitimate legal rights for the years preceding Washington, they would have earned additional substantial income. This income could have accrued interest and would have a greater value today than its face value at the time the money was earned. Because they were deprived of this income, the Indians are arguably now entitled to a greater share of the fish to redress the imbalance.' 35 Third, simply because the non-Indian fisherman caught the majority of the fish in the past does not enshrine that apportionment. Before the treaties, the Indians caught 100%/o of the fish in the disputed waters, and for a period of time thereafter the Indians continued to catch the majority of fish. 36 Yet these facts alone would not entitle the Indians to take that same amount of fish today. Similarly, the fact that non-Indian fishermen once took far more fish does not justify maintenance of that percentage of the catch. Allocation of the resource must be made by reference to the treaty, interpreted by the accepted canons of construction, rather than historic statistics.
However great the reduction in non-Indian fishing may be required under the new proposal, it could not be an absolute ban on nonIndian fishing. Since non-Indians must be allowed access to fish in common areas, some accommodation must be made. One way which might accommodate the competing interests is to bar all non-Indian commercial fishing, limiting non-Indians to sport fishing only. 136. Washington, 384 F. Supp. at 334. 137. The reaction to such a decision could only be imagined in light of the howl of protest that the 50-50 split created. Nonetheless, the courts must be willing to interpret and enforce Indian treaties, regardless of how unpopular their decisions might be to others. [Vol. 17
V. Conclusion
This new standard is not a formula, and does not produce an exact apportionment between Indians and non-Indians. The details of any particular settlement would necessarily be so fact-driven as to preclude prediction of how exactly the resource will be divided. Such details are properly left to the trial court. But if the standard is faithfully applied, it should provide a more just and reasonable settlement of the problems, fulfilling this nation's sacred word given to the Indian nations.
This comment has shown the basic incompatibility between the two standards that are now presently in use in determining the allocation of resources under treaties. It is hoped that the greater fairness and wider applicability of the principles that support the PIA standard suggest that standard is a better path to pursue. The continued application of the Washington standard can only lead to continued injustice to the Indians by incorrectly allocating their fair share of resources under treaties.
